
An Interview with Sensei Toshihiro Oshiro
Oshiro Toshihiro: The Way of Yamanni-ryu
by Dong Tran 

Dong Tran: When and where were you born?
Toshihiro Oshiro: I was born May 1st, 1949 in Haneji, Okinawa, Japan. 

DT: When did you begin training in karate? Did your youth revolve around martial arts?
TO: I started when I was sixteen. But in actuality, when I was eight or nine in elementary school my 
sempai already taught me karate and bojutsu. So you can say I already began at age eight. But it's not
similar to the way you practice in the dojo today; it's more like kids playing baseball or basketball, that 
kind of thing. 

DT: Was it called Shorin-ryu then?
TO: No. I wish I could remember the kata they taught me. It was a mixture of Pinan and Naihanchi 
katas but I don't know who made that kata. After WWII many Okinawan karate practitioners were 
prisoners of war and one of the stockades was near Haneji so I guess one of them taught karate to our
town people. 

DT: Who was your first karate sensei? Did you also train with Nagamine Shoshin sensei? Did you 
teach at his dojo?
TO: My first and main karate sensei was Shima Masao sensei. One year after I joined his dojo, he 
recommended that I go train at the hombu (HQ) dojo. When I made shodan I became assistant 
instructor and then instructor. But leading a class is not the same thing as teaching. They are two 
entirely different things! Shima sensei taught me from the Fukyu gata to Chinto. At headquarters, 
Nagamine sensei, Kushi sensei, Yamaguchi sensei, and Nakamura sensei taught me Chinto kata. 
Nakamura sensei, especially, taught me Chinto kata very deeply.. 

DT: When did you meet Kishaba Chokei sensei?
TO: I met him when I made brown belt. It's not like the modern ranking system. In those days we 
trained day and night, seven days a week. I achieved brown belt in one year. Shima sensei's dojo was
jointly started by Shima, Taba, and Kishaba senseis. Then Taba and Kishaba senseis went to 
mainland Japan so only Shima sensei ran the school. When I made brown belt, Kishaba sensei came 
back; that's how I met him. That's when he started teaching us. But Shima sensei was my main karate 
sensei. My foundation and technique came from him. From Kishaba sensei I gained a lot of knowledge
and polished my technique. 

DT: Where did you train?
TO: Training was very personal. If sensei saw that a particular student really wanted to practice, after 
class he'd bring the student to his house and teach him more. 

DT: When did you meet Chokei sensei's brother Chogi, your Yamanni-ryu teacher?
TO: Shima sensei always talked about Chogi Kishaba sensei and Chokei sensei also talked about his 
brother, how he was a really good bojutsu practitioner. When Kishaba Chokei sensei came back from 
mainland Japan, he didn't have a place to stay, so he lived at his brother Chogi's house, which was 
where I used to come to practice karate with him. It took eight years before I finally got to see for 
myself Chogi sensei's bo technique and how different it was from other people's. 

DT: Had you heard of Yamanni-ryu before that?
TO: I had never heard of Yamanni-ryu before. The first time I heard that word, it was from Kishaba 
sensei himself. But other senseis knew about Yamanni-ryu; I was just a young kid and didn't know 
about it. 

DT: Was Kishaba sensei actively teaching Yamanni-ryu at that time?
TO: I don't know. The only thing I knew was that every time I came to his house for training, I was the 
only student. 

DT: Did Kishaba sensei accept you right away or was there a testing, waiting period?
TO: I was allowed to practice with him because I was recommended by his brother. 



DT: Were you also working at the time?
TO: I was working then in the Police department. 

DT: Is Kishaba sensei the sole successor to Masami Chinen sensei, the founder of Yamanni-ryu, or 
are there other teachers?
TO: I believe there were other Yamanni-ryu instructors. They learned from Masami Chinen or his 
grandfather Sanda but I heard that only Kishaba sensei
knows all the Yamanni-ryu katas. Other people may have
studied from Masami sensei or Sanda sensei but how many
people can really say they learned from them? No one can
claim Menkyo Kaiden because there's no such thing. The
word doesn't even exist in the Okinawan language. 

DT: Can you tell us about a typical training session with the
Kishaba brothers?
TO: I never practiced with them on the same night. I would
train at the dojo, for instance, from 8:00 to 9:30 p.m. then go
to Kishaba Chogi sensei's house for bojutsu. Once in a while
I practiced at the hombu dojo then go train with Chokei sensei
afterwards. The sessions were separate. I used to train
bojutsu with Chogi sensei in his veranda. It was dark but
there was some light. I could see what he was showing me
but mostly I heard (his bo cut the air). His technique was so
swift but he would not break it down for me. He would only do
the same technique over the same way. When teaching kata
he would break it down but wouldn't explain anything. He
would only say, "Do this!" I haven't learned all his techniques
yet. I think he has more to teach. 

DT: Did you have to do a lot of training and research on your
own?
TO: Yes. Of course Kishaba sensei taught me a lot of kata, techniques, and history but technically I 
had to research for myself and do a lot of self-training. The foundation and 99% of my knowledge and 
technique came from Kishaba sensei but I had to practice a lot on my own. 

DT: Most of us are used to being spoon-fed. Can you tell us how Kishaba sensei taught you 
Sakugawa-no-kon?
TO: There was light in his veranda but still it was very dark. Now I wish I could see what he did but I'm 
surprised I could follow the sound of his bo. He just told me what to do. The first time he showed me 
the kata it was very different. I think he slowed it down for me. 

DT: At the time, there were no basic or intermediate katas; you went directly from Suuji-no-kon to 
Sakugawa-no-kon. Is it why you feel today it is necessary to create more basic katas to introduce the 
student to Yamanni-ryu slowly?
TO: Right. As far as Ryubi-no-kon is concerned, there was already a basic kata by that name but it 
didn't work. When I had to teach in the US I had to create a simple kata. You know how hard Suuji-no-
kon is, even though it looks simple. I adapted the existing Ryubi-no-kon to Yamanni-ryu and showed it 
to Kishaba sensei. He approved it because he knew the Okinawan katas were too difficult and we 
needed introductory ones. 

DT: Did Kishaba sensei also teach you the secondary weapons or did you have to research on your 
own?
TO: He never taught us the small weapons. He said there were only katas for bojutsu and karate in 
Okinawan martial arts. For everything else (sai, tunfa, etc...) We would have to study ourselves. 

DT: Can you tell us how Kishaba sensei taught you saijutsu?
TO: One day I ordered a pair of sai that was very well balanced, with a good shape. I brought them to 
Sensei's house and asked him to teach me. I knew there must be a way to control the weapon (even if
there was no kata). Sensei really liked those sai so he took them and we went upstairs for our regular 
bojutsu practice. Halfway up the stairs he turned around and swung the sai-just once-in front of my 



face and said: "This is how you are supposed to swing the sai." That was the only time he showed me.
He said that as far as the small weapons were concerned, I had to study on my own. And that's what I 
did. 

DT: When did you come to the United States?
TO: In 1978. I came because one of my karate sempai, who owned a dojo in California, had passed 
away. They needed a replacement instructor, so I came. 

DT: When you came here, did you begin teaching Yamanni-ryu right away?
TO: For five years after I arrived in the US, I taught only karate. Karate was the main curriculum 
because I felt bojutsu was something I did just for myself. I didn't teach anybody until one day I went to
a tournament and saw how people practiced bojutsu. Somebody asked me to do a demonstration and 
when I did people were really surprised at how different it was from their styles. Interest picked up and 
that's when I started teaching Yamanni-ryu. 

DT: It has taken a while; are you happy with the foundation you have laid so far?
TO: As far as introducing Yamanni-ryu to the public, I hope I did a good thing for Okinawan martial 
arts. Some people have said that karate has changed into a modern version while ancient kobudo has 
not. I hope that through Yamanni-ryu they can get a glimpse of the old karate. I don't know if I have 
done a good job. Maybe if there had been a more capable person (than I) and he could have taught 
Americans and made Yamanni-ryu more popular and raised people's level of martial art...I only know I 
did my best. But I'm happy with what I've done and seen. Even though there are people who are just 
using Yamanni-ryu's name, there are those who sincerely want to learn it, and that makes me very 
happy. 

DT: You have given seminars and clinics abroad as well. Recently you have been to France. Do you 
feel Yamanni-ryu will grow on the international level?
TO: I think so. In other countries people want to learn Yamanni-ryu but it's difficult for them to get 
instruction. I was lucky to have been invited to France to teach last month. This was the first time 
Yamanni-ryu was introduced in public in Europe. 

DT: What are your hopes for the future? You have begun using kendo bogu (armor) to practice 
tournament-style kumibo. Do you want to incorporate this into the Yamanni-ryu syllabus?
TO: The introduction of kumibo and intermediate katas was not my idea but rather Kishaba sensei's 
express orders. He requested the kumibo practice but the technical implementation was my own. For 
the future of Yamanni-ryu I believe that the sport/competition aspect of it will make it easier for the 
public to understand up to a certain level, but at a higher level, people will have to do the martial art, 
the Way of martial art. However, if we do only the martial art, people might not be able to do Yamanni-
ryu and it might disappear. 

DT: Thank you, sensei, for granting me this interview and sharing your views with us. 

Dong Tran first met Oshiro sensei in 1986 and has achieved the rank of nidan in Yamanni-ryu in 1998.
He brings Oshiro sensei out to New Jersey for an annual workshop in June. His dojo, the Asian Arts 
Center, is located in West Caldwell, NJ. His web site is: www.asianartscenter.com 

An Interview with Sensei Toshihiro Oshiro:
Yamanni Ryu - Bo-Jutsu of Okinawa
by William H. Haff 

All of the martial arts are rooted in the human experience, the human body. As one master said, "all 
martial arts comes from two arms, two legs, one head, one heart." But much of the history and 
background of martial arts today is shrouded in mystery. Because the training methods, techniques, 
and katas were passed down through verbal instruction and the old, almost secretive, face to face 
teaching methods, it is very hard for contemporary practitioners to know what is traditional, what has 
been changed, and what has been lost in the mists of time.

Yamanni-Chinen Ryu bojutsu provides modern martial artists a glimpse of an art that remains 
relatively unchanged by the passage of time and also a mirror or tool by which they can examine their 



own movement and their own style. Sensei Toshihiro Oshiro has brought this weapons style from 
Okinawa to the United States and wants to promote it throughout the martial arts community. This 
flowing and immensely powerful weapons style is a wonderful example of a traditional, sophisticated 
Okinawan martial art and can help show modern martial artists both how things were and how they are
supposed to be.

Sensei Oshiro holds the rank of 6th degree black belt in Shorin-Ryu karate and 7th dan in Yamanni-
Chinen Ryu bojutsu. He first experienced the martial arts during grade school in Okinawa. At the age 
of sixteen Mr. Oshiro started his formal training in Matsu-bayashi Shorin-Ryu karate under the tutelage
of Senseis Masao Shima and Chokei Kishaba at their dojo in Naha City. He also spent a number of 
years practicing at the Matsubayashi headquarters dojo of Sensei Nagamine. During that time Mr. 
Oshiro's training was directly influenced by several Okinawan instructors: Seigi Nakamura, Junko 
Yamaguchi, and Jokei Kushi.

Although Sensei Oshiro was introduced to the bo staff in grade school along with karate, it wasn't until 
he had been training for several years with Sensei Kishaba that he began to practice Yamanni style 
bo. When Kishaba Sensei realized his pupil's keen interest and aptitude for the weapon, he introduced
him to his brother, Chogi Kishaba, who was a direct student of Masami Chinen and is the only active 
instructor for Yamanni-Chinen Ryu bojutsu still teaching in Okinawa. Sensei Oshiro has studied under 
Master Kishaba for many years, and now has become the driving force for publishing this weapons 
style in the martial arts world outside of Okinawa.

Sensei Oshiro is the Chief Instructor for the Ryukyu Bujutsu Kenkyu Doyukai in the United States. This
is an association open to all serious martial artists who are interested in developing and promoting 
traditional Okinawan budo. He currently teaches karate and weapons at his two dojos in Redwood City
and Chico California. He also conducts seminars and demonstrations
throughout the United States and in other countries like Panama,
Jordan, Jamaica, and Bermuda. In this interview Sensei Oshiro talks
about old vs. modern martial arts and how Yamanni-Chinen Ryu has
deepened his understanding of the martial arts in general.

William Haff: Sensei, you are well known for both your karate and
your bo. Have you always practiced both arts? 

Toshihiro Oshiro: To use the analogy of a bicycle, bo and karate
are like "two wheels" of the Okinawan martial arts, the history
and culture of both is very deep. I trained in both karate and bo
as a grade school boy, both for our physical education program
and to take part in our village festivals. But the karate and bo
that we practiced during my grade school years was like folk art
it wasn't deep or sophisticated in a true martial arts sense. I
didn't start my formal training in Shorin-ryu karate until high
school and in Yamanni-Chinen Ryu bo for a couple years after
that. 

WH: Have you practiced other martial arts besides karate and weapons?
TO: I have trained in judo and kendo as well, but karate and kobjutsu have always been my central 
focus, my root.

WH: How is it that you came to study karate first before weapons?
TO: In Okinawa, even though bo is important in our history, there are not so many instructors teaching
bo. Bojutsu is not as popular as karate, and the teachers didn't make a lot of effort to make their art 
known to the public. When I joined Mr. Shima's and Mr. Kishaba's dojo and during my time at 
Nagamine Sensei's dojo I mainly practiced Shorin-ryu karate but also some bo. As a beginner I had 
my hands full with learning karate, and the bo that I practiced with the other students wasn't very 
sophisticated One day at a martial arts demonstration there was a bo routine performed similar to what
I was practicing. I overheard some kendo students critiquing that bo style, saying that it was too stiff, 
too ineffective, and I agreed with them Considering how wide-spread bo is in our culture I figured that 
there must be some other, deeper style. But I didn't know where to look. It wasn't until I went to 



Kishaba sensei's house and saw him practicing a different style of bo. When he understood my 
interest he introduced me to his brother and that's how I found Yamanni-Ryu.

WH: Your teachers didn't show you how they practiced as part of your curriculum at the dojo?
TO: (laughing) No way! That is not the Okinawan, the Japanese teaching way. My teachers would 
show a little bit, sometimes, but I always had to research for myself. And before I began to practice bo 
under Master Chogi Kishaba, he was essentially retired and Yamanni-Chinen Ryu was going to die out
with him. That's how serious and private they are about their art-especially bo-and when Sensei gave 
me some information, like a specific technique or kata, I wasn't allowed to come back to his house 
until I had practiced that material enough

WH: Between karate and weapons, do you have a favorite?
TO: No. I enjoy both (laughing) actually I am should say that I hate both because the training never 
stops and it's never enough.

WH: Why do you practice both weapons and karate?
TO: Ever since I began to study deeply in the martial arts, in how to move and how to control one's 
body effectively, I realized that both empty hand and weapons training are appropriate for this, but 
from different angles historically the teachers in Okinawa practiced both arts. My bo teacher was a 
direct student of Chojun Miyagi, the founder of Goju-Ryu. And his teacher, Masami Chinen, studied 
Shuri style karate, I believe, and also some under Sensei Miyagito understand stances, maybe 
footwork

WH: What do you mean when you say "from different angles" ?
TO: My point is both historical and technical. Historically, karate has changed and bo has not 
Yamanni-Ryu has not Technically, in terms of stances, footwork, and how you make power with bo 
provides a different vantage point from karate.

WH: In what way has karate changed? Can you explain further?
TO: Of course, I can only speak of my style of karate, Shuri style, but I believe this is true for all karate
in general. The karate that I study, and the karate that is taught in most dojos today is modern karate. 
Long ago, karate was taught very individually, face to face, and training and knowledge was passed 
directly, personally from teacher to student like a private lesson. But when Itosu Anko was 
commissioned around 100 years ago to design a physical education program for the public school 
system in Okinawa, he and his student, Yabe Kentsu, changed karate a lot. Please do not 
misunderstand. I am not being critical. Okinawa and Japan were just opening up to the modern world 
at that time, and they wanted to make a modern teaching system. Itosu and Kentsu had to create a 
standard, build a step by step method for teaching many people at once a class structure. To do that, 
and to make it safe for children, they made the Pinan katas and changed techniques and timing to 
make it easier to follow and technically, they wanted to make karate safer to study.

For example, I heard that in ancient karate they used open hand techniques very much. I think Itosu 
emphasized the fist, one because he liked that technique and two because a fist protects the fingers-
especially for children. Also, they took out a lot of the more dangerous techniques like strikes to the 
eyes and joints that were prevalent in old karate not just the jodan and chudan targets that we mostly 
see now. And since they were interested in physical conditioning kicks were raised to stomach or even
head level it used to be that they never kicked higher than the groin. But there is also a deeper reason 
that they changed karate.

WH: What do you mean?
TO: In ancient karate, I heard, there was a lot of "doseki-sayo" or isometric type training for developing
power. While this type of training was good, it was also very easy for practitioners to over- emphasize 
"doseki-sayo" and injure their bodies and physical condition. So Itosu and other instructors took this 
type of training out of their program, and we don't have doseki-sayo in modern karate kata. Bo never 
had any doseki-sayo, any isometric technique, it makes no sense for bo, so the old ways of practicing 
bo were never changed or influenced with the coming of modern karate.

I learned Yamanni-Chinen Ryu directly, individually from Kishaba Sensei. There was never a class 
structure.



WH: So you use bo training to help you understand karate?
TO: Yes, but this is common sense for any serious martial artist. I study to deepen my art, both 
weapons and karate. The old teachers used to do that too, I think. They would watch other styles or 
talk and practice with other instructors to add some new technique or maybe to just check their own 
practice But by comparing the two arts, it is possible to see how karate used to be or is supposed to 
bethere is a lot of karate lost in history, and I am very interested in that Early in my karate training 
Nagamine Sensei talked about the difference between koshi and gamaku, your sides vs. your lower 
back, in making power and focus. It wasn't until I had studied bo deeply that I found what he was 
talking about.

WH: You recommend, encourage, bo training, weapons training, for any karate practitioner from any 
style?
TO: If they are interested about this, about weapons, absolutely. It depends on how deeply they want 
to study. My teacher and the old bo teachers came from many different karate styles. And although we
say Yamanni style, we are referring to a technical way, but not like the technical, political, and 
organizational ways we think of with karate styles. There is no Shorin-ryu bo or Goju bo-nothing like 
that.

WH: And now you want to publish Yamanni-Chinen Ryu?
TO: That is Sensei Kishaba's order for me Yamanni-ryu is a very old and established bo style in 
Okinawa, but it is not widely recognized in the modern martial arts community-both in Okinawa and the
world at large. We hope to change that as this style holds a lot of benefits for serious martial artists 
from almost any background.

WH: How do you plan to accomplish that goal?
TO: There are two things that we have to do. The first is to develop a more formalized training system 
with a clearly defined path starting with basic techniques and training katas for each of the weapons 
(bo, sai, tonfa, kama, nunchaku) to the advanced forms and traditional katas of Yamanni-Chinen Ryu. 
The second thing we need to do show this style more widely throughout the martial arts community 
with more demonstrations, seminars, and tournaments, as well as with other media like this article and
videos. In the last few years I have seen an increasing interest in weapons training in general, and I 
am getting a lot of people showing interest in what we are doing with Yamanni-ryu. Our style is very 
different from other weapons styles-how we move and how we swing-that I think many people are 
really surprised. One of the new things that we are doing is developing a bo free sparring event, 
similar to naginata or kendo competitions, for tournaments. Where we have demonstrated this at my 
seminars people seemed to be excited by it a lot.

WH: In building your new system, can you avoid the kind of changes that hapened when Sensei Itosu 
created modern karate?
TO: That is a very serious concern. We are trying to organize the best teaching way for this style. I 
don't want my students to have a hard time just trying to find the way, how they are supposed to move.
When I started with Kishaba Sensei there was only individual training, no set curriculum. Right away 
we started from the kata Suuji-no-kun, many times, and I just had to copy and figure things out on my 
own. What I want is to build a guide, a road map, which will help the students get from point to point 
without losing the fundamental dynamic of our style. I need to build a system that will appeal to 
western people, fit with their educational and cultural background. I am thinking and planning very 
carefully for this.

WH: In closing, from your experience, do you have any personal comments for martial artists
today?
TO: Follow what your teacher says, exactly. But you have to understand your body, your strong point 
and weak point. Kata, in any style really, gives you a guide, a mirror, to examine your own practice. 
From a certain level you must open your mind, talk to other martial artists, and try to figure out for 
yourself why and how your movement is supposed to be. And don't be blind about styles or different 
arts. There is some reason why their training developed that way. Try to see that reason. Train hard, 
push your limits, and never give up. And good luck.... 






